
10 money 
 Commandments 



I've been in this game for years, 
it made me an animal . It's rules 
to this, I wrote me a manual. A 

step-by-step booklet for you to 
get your game on track. 

- Christopher Wallace

“



DON'T MAKE MONEY THE MAIN GOAL1

Come up with a PLAN, write it down, follow it, and track your progress2

Surround yourself with people who've achieved similar GOALS3

Establish precise goals. The first step to achieving anything is to figure out exactly what it is you're after. In 
order to build wealth, you must have clear and specific goals in place before forming a financial plan to 
achieve your goals. Start small, keep it simple.  

Writing down your goals makes it much more likely that you'll achieve them and makes the journey to 
financial freedom smoother. 

Be realistic, set a time frame for achieving the goals, but at the same time, don't be afraid to challenge 
yourself and think big. 
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Surrounding yourself with talented people who share your vision.   

Smart and creative minds coming together are exponentially more powerful than just one.  

We become like the people we associate with so it is important to surround yourself with driven people. 
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Money is a by-product of successfully HELPING PEOPLE. If its all about money people will soon be able to 
tell that greed is your primary motivation.

Thinking about money first will lead to disappointment when the money takes longer then you expect to 
start coming.

The best way to build wealth is by solving a problem people face in their life and offering this solution to 
others for cost.
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Use skills you already have to increase your income by aiming for high trajectory of growth in any one area.

Become a master at what you do. In a similar to a video game, if you spend time playing you become better. 
Apply the same approach to the goal you want to achieve.

It’s very difficult to become financially free only as an employee. Starting your own business on the side is 
truly the path of least resistance.

Focus on EARNING as well as saving4

INVEST for Passive Income5

Get into DEBT (good debt, not bad debt)6
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The key to SlowMoney is passive income, i.e. Income that flows in on a regular basis without requiring a 
substantial amount of effort to create it.  

Making an initial upfront investment of time and/or money now will mean that once the ball is rolling, 
there's minimal maintenance required going forward and doesn't require trading of time for money.  

Build unlimited income streams with limited time by establishing businesses that can run on autopilot. 
This allows you to diversify and work on other things that generate time value.  

Allocating your investments among different asset classes is a key strategy to help minimize risk and 
potentially increase gains.
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Debt allows you to use the power of leverage to build wealth.  

Form a plan that focuses on eliminating expensive debt (e.g. credit cards) as quickly as possible; but holding 
onto cheap debt (e.g. Mortgages) longer can free up cash flow for other goals.  

Reducing this debt is guaranteed to improve cash flow dramatically.  Use this improved cashflow to get into 
non-consumer debt like a buy-to-let mortgage.
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LEARN and grow7

Take more RISKS9

Set up automatic systems and get rid of your least productive activities.  

Eliminating or outsourcing your least productive tasks makes more space for 
you to focus on achieving more every day and increase the size of the goals you 
can aim toward.  

Automated bills and savings will mean you know exactly how much is left each 
month to invest  
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Make uncomfortable decisions that take you out of your comfort zone so you can 
become comfortable while operating in a state of ongoing uncertainty.  

Risk aversion can be beneficial; however, it also has a broader effect of limiting your 
true potential.      

Only by taking risks and plunging into opportunities do you stand a chance  of 
learning from your mistakes and seeing higher gains                

The best time to take risks is today, when you're young and nimble enough to 
recover from risks that go wrong.                    
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Invest in knowledge. The more you learn, the more you earn so invest in yourself 
and trust in yourself more.  

You don't need to have a formal education to build wealth, but you will need to 
acquire and subsequently monetize specific knowledge. Improving your 
knowledge will give you more confidence and when you are confident, you'll see 
more opportunity and invest more money in your own businesses confidently.  

Make it a priority to constantly learn new things and challenge your mind, 
constantly self-educate, and acquire specific knowledge about your industry, 
investing, entrepreneurship, or the psychology of people.  Read about people you 
admire and want to emulate as a way to motivate yourself. If they can do it, you 
can too. 

8 AUTOMATE and outsource



The slow Money journey starts by putting aside a portion of your income no matter 
what. This is a contribution to invest in your future (seed money for business, deposit in 
an investment property etc.)

Don’t stop spending money. Pay yourself first, decide what you care about and priorities 
your pending on what’s important and stop spending on things you don’t care about. 
Focus more energy on reducing big tickets items, not just sweating over every little 
purchase.

Pay yourself by reducing the top three most expensive areas of your spending (10% or 
more excluding unavoidable necessities.) Also pay yourself by reducing the small 
expenses that add up.
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10 PAY yourself



"I got advice from my father, all he told me 
was this; get off your ass if you plan to 

be rich’’
- Tupac Shakur


